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ABSTRACT
In Von Neumann architecture (VNA) and in many of the
computing models based on VNA, the memory is separated
from the processor. Conversely, the human memory is an
evolving result of continuous processing. Therefore, the
processing in human mind become efficient over subsequent
processing cycles. As such, a six-state continuous processing
model has been introduced to the conventional computers
imitating this evolving memory to enhance the performance
of computing. Further, this model has been implemented in a
Fraction Calculator and a Quadratic Equation Solver. With
the experiments conducted over these applications, it could
prove that the accurate solutions can be provided faster over
subsequent execution cycles with an evolving smaller
memory. Moreover, this paper presents the formal verification
of the model by simulating it with a non-deterministic Turing
machine. Then, its satisfiability and the NP-completeness
have been proved using Cook’s theorem, hence proving its
real-world applicability in theoretical level.

Keywords: Six-state Continuous Processing Model, NPCompleteness, Satisfiability, Buddhist Theory of Mind,
Smaller Memory.

1. INTRODUCTION
Memory and the Processing in Von-Neumann
Architecture (VNA) are separated. Therefore, most of
the efforts in improving the computational efficiency of
the computer in hardware level are based on this
separation[1]. Consequently, to improve the memory
access, bandwidth of the communication buses has been
enhanced[1], further introducing various smaller
memories[2] such as caches and registers in between
the memory and the processor. Yet another, it is
possible to find plenty of attempts in software level to
efficiently solve real-world problems. The processing
models in Operating Systems (OSs)[3], Genetic
Algorithm[4], Incremental Computing[5], Muti-Agent

Systems[6], and Parallel Computing[7] can be shown as
some such software level developments.
The separation between the memory and the processor
produce the Von-Neumann bottleneck, the limitation of
the throughput in data transfer[1]. Still the software
developments are relatively insignificant and inefficient
to the expectation[8]. Stated in another way, the
processing power of the hardware improvements cannot
be utilized through the software level improvement at
the expected level. Therefore, finding a new computing
model to improve the processing power would be a
research challenge. When it comes to an alternative
approach for computing than of the models where the
memory is separated from processing, challenge would
be rather significant. Our study revealed that the best
computing model in the nature[9], the human mind,
works in a way that is different from the VNA[10].
There, the memory is an evolving result of conditional
phenomena, which starts with an initial smaller memory
and is not a distinct unit. In contrast to the VNA, the
human mind is capable in providing accurate solutions
faster for problems in consecutive execution cycles.
Further, we have observed the nature of human mind
and its memory in several real-world scenarios[11].
Further we noticed the existence of a smaller memory,
which is a result of continuous processing and get
organized over the time. Indeed, this concept has
philosophical aids from Buddhist Theory of Mind.
There, the mind is explained as a conditionally arising
flow of thoughts which have a great impact from
previous thoughts and the current state of the mind. The
memory is also a result of such thought processes.
Hence, having all these inspirations, the introduction of
a computing model which is inspired from the human
mind to improve the computational efficiency would be
a great research challenge.
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In this context, we have proposed that, by modelling an
evolving memory[12] as a result of conditionally
arising continuous process leads to a new computing
model to enhance the computational efficiency. Such a
way, a six-state continuous processing model[10] has
been introduced with the states new, ready, running,
blocked, sleep, and terminate. There, we have exploited
an extracted set from the twenty-four causal relations
explained in Buddhist Theory of Mind to derive actions
of the processing model. Then, the model has been
implemented by incorporating the model into a fraction
calculator (FC)[10] and a Quadratic equation Solver
(QES). Through the evaluation process in empirical
level, it was able to prove that the computation in the
FC and QES become faster in subsequent execution
cycles, with the proposed model. The next step was to
theoretically prove computability of the model by
checking the satisfiability by simulating it with a Turing
Machine. There, we theoretically proved the
satisfiability of the model, further proving it as an NPComplete problem.
The remaining sections of the article are arranged as
follows. The Section 2 briefly analyses memory and
processing in current computing models, whereas the
Section 3 discusses real-world inspirations, while
Section 4 presents the six-state continuous processing
model, how the twenty-four causal relations have been
used in designing the model, and the implementation,
testing and evaluation details. Then, the Section 5
presents the theoretical model and its formal
verification. Finally, the last section discusses and
concludes the work.

2. BRIEF REVIEW ON MEMORY AND
PROCESSING IN CURRENT
COMPUTING MODELS
Incremental Computing a time saving approach for the
systems with incrementally changing inputs[13]. This
update the outcome with respect to the changes in the
incoming data[5]. Therefore, It could run programs
faster, although it get altered input[14] . However, this
has two sub models as static and dynamic. In static
case, it has been taken a prior decision with regard the
affecting parts of the program by the inputs and arrange
some program transformations[15]. These program
transformations could be automatic or manual. In the
dynamic case, it starts working after receiving changed
data, and keeps records on program execution, draw
dependency graphs, identify codes affected and not
affected by data, and finally produces the output to
changed data. In spite of this extra preprocessing, this
model saves overall processing time. But, if it is
automatic as in static incremental computing, it requires
more processing. The general purpose level of the
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incremental computing is Self-adjusting computing[16].
It introduces a normal form and change propagation for
the programs, and a memory model. This memory
model consists of three states free, live and dead, and
five transitions allocate (free-live), steal (live-live), kill
(live-dead), reuse (dead-live), and reclaim (dead-free).
Further, Evolutionary Computing (EC) are based on
natural evolution[4] and use to produce higly optimized
solutions. Moreover, this has a set of specialized actions
such as initialize population, fitness function
calculation, selection, crossover, mutation, removing
less desired solutions, introduce small random changes
and termination[4] on which the entire execution
depends on. For the purpose of memory management, it
uses replacement strategies. Though, this provide better
solutions over generations of execution, it needs more
memory and processing. Inspiring from the behavior of
large groups of organisms, Multi Agent Systems
(MAS)[17] were introduced to solve problems which
need communication between group of agents. This
model can provide emerging solutions. However, since
it needs to handle large group it consumed more
resources.
All these computing models have been implemented on
the VNA, where the memory and processor considered
as distinct components. When it comes to parallel
computing[7] its does simultaneous execution of more
than one process, which leads to improve performance
of computing. However, this also work with separated
components of shared or distributed memories.
Yet, the above-mentioned software solutions have the
fundamental difference from the human mind where the
memory is not detached from processing in the mind.
Further, those do not have a smaller memory or in other
words, a smaller compiler, which grows over the time
due to continuous processing as seen in the human
mind. They are focused in proving solutions to specific
real-world problems, rather than proving accurate
solutions efficiently over consecutive execution cycles
as human mind.

3. REAL-WORLD INSPIRATIONS
We have observed the nature of human mind and its
memory in several real-world scenarios[12]. For
example, pupils who are preparing for the exams take
short notes through which they can access the large
knowledgebase on a particular subject. Continuously
practicing this process over revision cycles they
improve the ability to answer the question papers as
well as improving the short note by adding and
removing entries. Meanwhile, they identify the
relationships among knowledge entities and question
patterns as well. However, this short note never
becomes the large knowledge base itself. Moreover,
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this improving short note and the respective scenario is
similar to a well-organized and always refining smaller
memory of a veteran professor with a set of tactics, who
does not need notes or presentation slides when doing
the lectures[10]. Further, he is capable in answering
questions in a shorter period than his students not
because of any secret or “Guru MuShtiya”, but because
of this smaller memory which is organized over the past
period. This smaller memory is a result of continuous
processing, which is organized through continuous
practice by scrutinizing, pattern identification,
classifying, retrieving, and other such tactics.

4. SIX-STATE CONTINUOUS
PROCESSING MODEL
Indeed, this concept has philosophical aids from
Buddhist Theory of Mind. There, the mind is explained
as a conditionally arising flow of thoughts[18] which
have a great impact from previous thoughts and the
current state of the mind[19]. Furthermore, these
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thoughts arise due to the inputs receive through the sixsense doors and the thought processes include deeper
identification of the inputs and their incoming patterns,
and many other actions. The memory is also a result of
such thought processes[18]. Hence, having all these
inspirations, the introduction of a computing model
which is inspired from the human mind to improve the
computational efficiency would be a great research
challenge. Having these inspirations, we have been
proposed that by modelling an evolving memory as a
result of a conditionally arising continuous process
leads to a new computing model to enhance the
computational efficiency.
In software level, it is an evident fact that the
processing efficiency hugely affected by the actions and
the corresponding states in the process flow. After
critically studying processing models, which includes
operating system processing models and other
computing models, our research has introduced a sixstate processing model[10] to produce the conditionally
evolving memory.
Organize

Null

Create the Process

New

Organize, Activate
Organize,
Activate

Sleep

Dispatch

Release

No
Further
Improvements
Event
Occurs
Time-out
Event
Blocked
Wait

Ready

Running

Terminate

Fig. 1. Six-state continuous processing model[10]
Table 1: Causal Relations in Forming the Actions of the Processing Model[10]

Causal Relation
Object(
Root(

)

)

Co-Nascence(
Association(
Mutuality(
Pre-Dominance(
Presence(
)
Support(
)

)
)
)
)

Pre-Nascence(
Proximity(
Karma(
Karma-Result(
Repetition(
Disappearance(
Post-Nascence(

)
)
)
)
)
)

Major Function/ Action formed in the model
Recognize the external or internal input
Creation of a process for a given operation, can support the continuation of
the system by being established
Produce the related things together – for example: data and instructions
Related things exist and get deleted together
Related things help each other for the execution and to exist
The process with the highest priority dominates the system
Make the space or time available
Make the ground for execution
Activating new processes by loading them to the memory to execute them
later
Make no interval between two processes and maintain the continuity
Execution of ready processes
Producing the results of execution
Repetitive execution over generations
Delete the unnecessary or inefficient processes/ modules/instructions
Make the continuation of a blocked process by a newly occurred event.

As showed in the Fig. 1, The model consists of six
states namely New, Ready, Sleep, Running, Blocked,
and Terminate. Here, the Sleep and Terminate states are

newly introduced to the current five-state processing
model. The Sleep is an extended version of current Exit
state in five-state model. Further, the Ready state is an
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enhanced form which consist of self-transition. Then,
Ready-Ready, Sleep-Ready, Ready-Terminate are new
transitions, while, New-Ready and Running-Sleep are
modified with new actions



4.1 Exploiting Causal Relations in Designing the
Model
Introduction of these new states and actions are based
on the Buddhist Theory of Mind. There, we have
exploited an extracted set of causal relations from the
24 causal relations in Buddhist Theory of Mind as seen
in the Table 1. These are clearly contributed in
explaining every real-world phenomenon.
In the following way, we have exploited the above
concepts in Table 1 in forming the actions of the
transitions of the six-state continuous processing model.
 New → Ready:
(1) Ready process with the highest priority is sent
to the execution
(2) Organize: (This consists of a few sub actions)
a. Process with the related data,
modules and other related processes
are classified in to a single cluster.
b. Actions, operations and data together
with the process are prioritized as
necessary.
c. The Process is added to the ready
queue.
(3) The Process is loaded to the main memory.
Hence it is activated.
 Ready → Ready:
(1) Ready process with the highest priority is sent
to the execution
(2) Unnecessary data, unnecessary or inefficient
program/s and processes are discarded. (Using
procedures/ parameters/ System calls)
(3) Organize: (This consists of a few sub actions)
a. Process with the related data,
modules and other related processes
are classified in to a single cluster.
b. Actions, operations and data together
with the process are prioritized as
necessary.
c. The Process is added to the ready
queue.
(4) The Process is loaded to the main memory.
Hence it is activated.
 Ready → Terminate:
Processes are removed from the entire system in
the nonexistence of all the reasons such as inputs,
actions, events, and all necessities for
organizations, where empty ready queues and
empty blocked queues exist. (No further
improvements or executions)
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Sleep → Ready:
(1) Ready process with the highest priority is sent
to the execution
(2) Unnecessary data, unnecessary or inefficient
program/s and processes are discarded. (Using
procedures/ parameters/ System calls)
(3) Organize: (This consists of a few sub actions)
a. Process with the related data,
modules and other related processes
are classified in to a single cluster.
b. Actions, operations and data together
with the process are prioritized as
necessary.
c. The Process is added to the ready
queue.
(4) The Process is loaded to the main memory.
Hence it is activated.
Running → Sleep:
Release the processor making the ground for next
execution.

4.2 Features of the New Model
This model has several characteristics, which one can
use to distinguish this model from others. Those are;
1. Internal and external processes
The model consists of two processes as internal
and external processes. These internal processes
are aroused due to the system generated inputs,
when the external inputs are absent, and are related
to the recent external inputs those externally
entered by the user. Then, the external processes
are aroused due to external inputs.
Internal Process–similar to the Mind-door
thought process in the human mind (based on
BTM)
External Process–similar to the Five-sensedoor thought process in the human mind. (based on
BTM)
2. Continuous Processing
Combination of the above internal and external
processes forms continuity of processing due to
arising conditions.
3. Conditionally evolving smaller memory
The model starts with an initial smaller memory,
through which the knowledge base can be
accessed. Over the consecutive execution cycles
this smaller memory evolve with a set of tactics by
being well organized. The set of tactics can be
names as follows; (these are included in the
transitions of the fig.1)
a. Inputs and the relevant jobs are recognized.
b. For new jobs, the relevant library files are
created.
c. The jobs together with the relevant data and
instructions are classified.
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d. Such jobs are prioritized for the execution
e. For frequent jobs, modules are created.
f. Unnecessary data, and unnecessary or
inefficient instructions or modules are deleted.

In the establishing the memory – All the thought
processes with consequent mind-door thought
processes are involved. (based on BTM)
With this conditionally evolving memory the
system will gain improvements in its efficiency and
quality in subsequent execution cycles.
Output

Internal Input

Internal Process

Calculate

Input Analyzer

Process
Switcher

Operation
Organizer

External
Process

Write Engine

External
Input

Create Log File

Update Tactics
Memory

Create/ Delete
Module

Small Compiler

Update Program
Codes

Fig. 2. How the modules have been connected

(a)

4.3 Implementation, Evaluation and Results
The model with the aforementioned features and tactics
has been implemented in a Fraction Calculator (FC)[10]
and a Quadratic Equation Solver (QES). In both of
these cases, the model has been implemented under five
major modules, namely Input Analyzer, Process
Switcher, Operation Organizer, Write Engine, and the
Small Compiler. The diagram that has linked these
modules together are displayed in the fig.2.
Afterward, testing and evaluation conducted under
several scenarios. For the evaluation purpose, paired ttest was conducted on the paired samples collected by
recording time values spent by the execution of each
equation in FC for a set of equations before and after
made the change (conditionally evolve the system)
within a certain period of time. Similarly, the testing
and evaluation process has been conducted for the QES.
4.3.1 Fraction Calculator (FC)
The modules depicted in the fig. 2 has been
implemented for the FC using the algorithms showed in
high level pseudo codes in the fig. 3.
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Fraction Calculator
While (true) do
Input Expression(Internal/External);
Call Input Analyzer;
Call Process Switcher(Internal/External);
Call Operation Organizer;
Calculate;
Display OutPut;
End-while
End

(b)
Input Analyzer
Get expression;
While (not end of expression) do
Split the expression;
Find Braces;
Find Operations;
Find Fractional Operands;
End-while
End
(c)
Process Switcher
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Get Input
If (category of input = internal)
Internal Process;
Else If (category of input = external)
External Process;
End-If
End
(d)
Operation Organizer
Do
If (ready)
Execute process – Calculate;
Display Results;
else
Call Write Engine;
Call Compiler;
End-If
Until no execution or improvement
End
(e)
Write Engine
Create/ Delete Module
Update Codes
Create Log
Update Tactics Memory if necessary
End
(f)
Small Compiler
Get new changes (created or deleted modules)
Compile;
Set Class Path;
Create Class Loaders;
Load Classes;
End
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for Fraction Calculator (FC). (a)
Fraction Calculator as a whole, (b) Input Analyzer, (c)
Process Switcher, (d) Operation Handler, (e) Write
Engine, (f) Small Compiler.
There were two testing scenarios have been carried out
for the FC, which has been discussed in [10] in detail.
The testing scenario one checked the ability to increase
the time efficiency over generations of execution of the
program, when the model creates and saves modules for
frequent operations after identifying them. Here, 100
equations were used before and after the modification
and the null hypothesis was no improvement in the time
efficiency. As the calculated T value (43.55) is greater
than the tabulated T value (2.365) with 99%
significance level, it was proved that the null hypothesis
can be rejected.
Thereafter, the second scenario tested the efficiency
improvement gain over cycles of program execution
through removing the time-inefficient algorithm and
selecting the most time-efficient algorithm. Here,
twenty different sets of twenty equations were used to
check the process together with an inefficient
algorithm, and the process with the efficient-algorithmselection process. Similar to the scenario one, the paired
t-test was applied. Since, Tcalculated was greater than the
Ttable with 99% significance level, it was proved that the
null hypothesis (no improvement in the time efficiency)
can be rejected.
4.3.2 Quadratic Equation Solver (QES)
The QES solves the quadratic equations of any type.
Further, the equations are categorized according to their
discriminant such as negative (-1.0), equal (0.0), and
positive (1.0). This also has an internal process, and an
external process as in the human mind, and starts with
the initial process initially. Although, how the quadratic
equations are solved is different from how the fractions
are calculated, the entire process model is similarly
applied.
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Fig.4. User interface for Quadratic Equation Solver when a class has been created for positive discriminant module (updated
record in the smaller memory), during an external process

Similar to the FC, this also has a smaller memory (fig.
4), which consists of the entries related to the
discriminant such as (1.0,PositDecrimModule), and
initially started with an internal process. Once an
external input is available, the system switches to an
external process. In the unavailability of an external
input, the system switches back to the internal process.
Such a way the continuity is maintained as FC. The
smaller memory has been updated over the rounds of
calculations using the tactics mentioned in the above
section 4.2 by exploiting the concepts as in section 4.1.

A set of 59 quadratic equations with positive
discriminant has been executed before and after the
modification and execution durations were recorded in
nanoseconds in consecutive calculation cycles. It could
observe a clear difference between the paired samples
(two time samples) as shown in the below fig. 5. Then,
it was necessary to choose the best statistical test for
analysis. Therefore, these paired samples were checked
to determine, whether those are in continuous scale and
normally distributed, and have no outliers.

Testing Scenario:
This testing scenario was conducted for creating and
saving modules for positive discriminant as it has been
frequently occurring. Moreover, this testing scenario
has been similar to the testing scenario 1 of FC in [10].
Then, the particular hypothesis is;
H0: There is no difference between the means of time
values collected before and after organizing the tactics
memory by applying modifications through continuous
processing.
(No Performance Improvement over program
execution cycles)
(𝐻0: 𝜇𝐷 =𝑑0, 𝑑0=0)
H1: The mean value of the time values collected before
organizing memory is greater than the mean value of
the time values collected after organizing memory.
(Performance has improved over program
execution cycles)
(𝐻1: 𝜇𝐷 >𝑑0, 𝑑0=0)
Method:

Fig. 5. Graph of Time values recorded with the quadratic
equations with positive discriminant before and after applying
the modifications to the QES.

These paired samples are in continuous scale as those
have been collected at time intervals in nanoseconds.
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After applying Anderson-Darling test for the
differences of the paired samples at significance level
of 0.05, it has been obtained the P-value as 0.1897.

For the Anderson Darling Test:
Null
hypothesis

H₀: Differences of the paired
samples follow a normal
distribution

Alternative
hypothesis

H₁: Differences of the paired
samples do not follow a normal
distribution

Here, the P-value is greater than the significance level,
the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Therefore,
Differences of the paired samples follow a normal
distribution.
Next, it was necessary to check for outliers in the paired
samples. The Grubb’s test has been used for this
purpose with the significance level 0.05.

For the Grubb’s Test:
Null hypothesis
: All data values come from
the same normal population
Alternative hypothesis
: Smallest or largest data
value is an outlier
Here also, the critical value obtained is 3.19 and it is
greater than significance level 0.05. Then, it has been
decided that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Therefore, the differences of paired samples have no
outliers.
Since, all the three conditions are satisfied by the
differences of the paired samples, the paired-t test could
be applied for the analysis.
Finally, the paired-t test has been applied for the two
dependent samples with 99% significance level.
Test Statistics;

=Random variable of mean of differences of samples
=Mean of Differences of population
=Mean of Differences of samples (Estimate of )
=Random variable of standard deviation of
differences of samples
=standard deviation of differences of samples
(Estimate of
)n = Sample Size
Applying paired-t Test for the difference between
Before Create and After Create the particular module:
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Table 2: Values for The Paired-T Test (Addition)

N

Mean

StDev

SE Mean

Before Select

59

44738692

7356546

957740

After Select

59

25210417

7228602

941083

Difference

59

19528275

7233449

941714

From Table 2;
= SE Mean = 941714
= StDev =7233449
=19528275
n = N =59
95% lower bound for mean difference: 17643228
t-test of mean difference = 0 (vs > 0): T-Value =
20.7369
Hence,

Tcalculated =
= 20.7369
Ttable(58,0.05)
(degree of freedom = N-1 = 58)
Tcalculated > Ttable

= 1.658

Therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected and it is
possible to conclude that there is a significant
improvement in the system after the modification as the
mean value of the sample collected before the
modifications (Create and Save the computing modules
for frequently executing quadratic equations with
positive discriminant) is greater than the mean value of
the sample collected after the modification.
Hence, it was proved that the system would become
more efficient in succeeding execution cycles due to the
conditionally evolving memory. Having this empirical
proof of the applicability of the new model[10], as the
next step, it was conducted a formal verification by
simulating the model in a Turing Machine.

5. FORMAL VERIFICATION OF THE
MODEL
A Turing Machine(TM) is capable of doing anything
that a real computer can do, and it is the more
precise[20]. There are two similarities exist with the
Turing Machine and the Pushdown Automata[21]. First
one is both are Finite-state machines. The second is
both have Deterministic and Nondeterministic
Machines. Further, this has many features those
differentiate this with the other such machines[20].
There, the TM can read from the tape and the write on
the tape, and the read-write head can move to both left
and right. Moreover, this has an unlimited memory
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since having an infinite tape, and the effect would be
immediately taken place as the special states are there
for rejecting and accepting. The most of all, the TM can
be used to determine the nature of a problem[21], which
includes decidability and satisfiability of the problem.
Furthermore, if an algorithm is Turing Complete, then it
is applicable in the real-world.
In this work, our new processing model is formally
simulated with the TM to classify the model in to the
polynomial hierarchy by checking satisfiability, hence
to prove its real-world applicability.
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For the six-state continuous processing model, a
Nondeterministic Turing Machine (NTM) (T) has been
designed as a Transducer as seen in Fig. 6. However,
when designing the NTM, it was required to split the
‘Ready’ state in the new computing model in to four
states as ‘Classified’, ‘Prioritized’, ‘Ready’, and
‘deleted’, since the actions in the transitions should be
expressed distinctly. Therefore, TM consists of ten
states including initial state.

Fig. 6. Transition Diagram

The
Turing
Machine
T
is
given
by
T=(Q,∑,Γ,δ,q0,B,F), where
 Q={q0,q1,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,q8,q9}
(Finite set of Internal States -All the Processing
States) where q0=Initial q1=New, q2=Classified,
q3=Prioritized,
q4=Ready,
q5=Running,
q6=Blocked,
q7=Sleep,
q8=Deleted,
q9=Terminate
 ∑={n,?,p,+,d,-,s,r,t,M} (Finite Input Alphabet–
All the sub processes), where n=Create,
?=Classify,
p=Prioritize,
+=Activate,
d=Dispatch, -=Delete, s=Event-wait/ Block,
t=No further improvements, M=Initial Memory.
 Γ={n,?,p,+,d,-,s,r,t,M,N,C,P,R,D,X,S,E,H,B} Set
of Finite Tape Symbols, where ∑⊆Γ\{B}, and
N,C,P,R,D,X,S,E,H are the changed Memories
after the actions such as Create, Classify,
Prioritize, Activate, Dispatch, Delete, EventWait/Block, Release, and No-Improvements
respectively.
 δ =Transition function (All possible transitions
are displayed in the Table 2), where





δ(q,X)=(p,Y,D), q∈Q is the current state, X∈Γ,
p∈Q is the next state, Y∈Γ is the sub process
which replaces the scanned sub process on the
tape, D is the Direction of the head to move (left
or right).
q0∈Q is the start state.
B: Blank symbol, initially the input is
surrounded by blanks.
F=Set of Final States, where F={q9}, q9∈Q.

5.1 Configurations of NTM
This section develops a notation for the configurations
of this Nondeterministic Turing Machine T. These
configurations are also called as an array of
Instantaneous Descriptions (IDs) and use to formally
describe what this NTM does for a typical input [21].
Input (w)=n?p+dr+-tM
Length of the input w(n)=10
Tape at the Beginning: Bn?p+dr+-tMBB
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Table 3: Configurations of the NTM (p(n)=number of moves)

ID
α0
:
α9
α10
:
α17
α18
:
α73
α74
α75
α76
α77
:
α81
α82
α83 (P(n)=83)

0
q0

1
n

2
?

3
p

4
+

5
d

6
r

7
+

8
-

9
t

10
M

11
B

n
n

?
?

p
p

+
+

d
d

r
r

+
+

-

t
t

q0
q1

M
N

B
B

n
n

?
?

q1
q1

P
P

+
+

d
d

r
r

+
+

-

t
t

N
N

B
B

n
n
n
n
n

?
?
?
?
?

p
p
p
p
p

+
+
+
+
+

d
d
d
d
d

r
r
r
r
r

+
+
+
+
+

q7
q7
-

q7
t
t

t
t
t
q7
q4

E
E
E
E
A

B
B
B
B
B

n
n
n

?
?
?

p
p
p

+
+
+

d
d
d

r
r
r

+
+
+

-

t
t
t

q8
q8
q9

X
X
H

B
B
B

The Table 3 shows how the read/write head moves
through the tape depending on the input (w). The states
in the table shows the position of the head in the tape in
each move. Further, there are 83 moves accounted with

respect to this particular input with 10 symbols. These
moves were formed according to the Transition Table
appeared in Table 4. Next, a sample scenario is
explained to show how the head moves on the tape.

Table 4: Transition Table

(q1,N,L
)
(q2,C,L)
(q3,P,L)

(q0,r,R)
(q1,t,L)(q1,t,R)
(q2,t,L)(q2,t,R)

(q0,r,R)
(q1,r,L)(q1,r,R)
(q2,r,L)(q2,r,R)

X(After -)
S(After s)
E(After r)
T(After t)

t(Terminate–No
Improvements)
M(Initial
Memory)
N(After n)
C(After ?)
P(After p)
A(After +)
D(After d)

s(Blocked /
Event-Wait)
r(Release)
(q1,s,L)(q1,s,R)
(q2,s,L)(q2,s,R)

(q0,s,R)

- (Delete)
(q1,-,L)(q1,-,R)
(q2,-,L)(q2,-,R)

(q0,-,R)

d(Dispatch)
(q1,d,L)(q1,d,R)
(q2,d,L)(q2,d,R)

(q0,d,R)

+(Activate)
(q1,+,L)(q1,+,R)
(q2,+,L)(q2,+,R)

(q0,+,R)

p(Prioritize)
(q0,p,R)
(q1,p,L)(q1,p,R)
(q2,p,L)(q2,p,R)

q2(Classifie
d)

(q1,?,L)(q1,?,R)

q1(New)

Storage

(q2,?,L)(q2,?,R)

q0(Initial)

(q0,n,R)
(q0,?,R)

State

B(Blank)
n(Create)
?(Classify)

Symbol
Actions

The initial configuration is α0. There, the head is in the
position of the state q0. The rest of the symbols of α0
represent the tape at the beginning. Then consider the
second configuration α1, which represent the first move.
There the head reads ‘n’, which symbolize the action
‘Create’. There, the head doesn’t do any change on the
particular cell and keep the symbol ‘n’ as it is, according
to the transition δ(q0,n)=(q0,n,R) in the Table 3. The
machine is in the state q0 until the head writes the result of
the action ‘Create’. That is until α9. Then after writing in
α10, the storage (memory) has been changed from M to N.

(q4,A,L)

(q4,A,L)

(q6,S,L)(q7,E,L)
(q4,A,L)

(q4,t,L)(q4,t,R)
(q5,t,L)(q5,t,R)
(q6,t,L)(q6,t,R)

(q4,A,L)
(q9,H,L
)

(q8,t,R)

(q7,t,L)(q7,t,R)

(q4,r,L)(q4,r,R)
(q5,r,L)(q5,r,R)
(q6,r,L)(q6,r,R)

(q4,s,L)(q4,s,R)
(q5,s,L)(q5,s,R)
(q6,s,L)(q6,s,R)

(q7,s,L)(q7,s,R
)
(q7,r,L)(q7,r,R)

(q4,-,L)(q4,-,R)
(q5,-,L)(q5,-,R)
(q6,-,L)(q6,-,R)

(q4,d,L)(q4,d,R)
(q5,d,L)(q5,d,R)
(q6,d,L)(q6,d,R)

(q4,+,L)(q4,+,R)
(q5,+,L)(q5,+,R)
(q6,+,L)(q6,+,R)

(q4,p,L)(q4,p,R)
(q5,p,L)(q5,p,R)
(q6,p,L)(q6,p,R)

q9(Terminat
e)

(q9,t,R)

q8 (Deleted)

(q8,-,R)

q7(Sleep)

(q5,?,L)(q5,?,R)

q6(Blocked)

(q7,?,L)(q7,?,R
)
(q7,p,L)(q7,p,R
)
(q7,+,L)(q7,+,
R)
(q7,d,L)(q7,d,R
)
(q7,-,L)(q7,-,R)

q5(Running
)

(q6,?,L)(q6,?,R)

(q4,?,L)(q4,?,R)

q4(Ready)
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(q5,D,L)(q8,X,L)(q3,P,L)(
q2,C,L)

(q3,t,L)(q3,t,R)

(q3,s,L)(q3,s,R
)
(q3,r,L)(q3,r,R)

q3(Prioritiz
ed)

(q3,?,L)(q3,?,R
)
(q3,p,L)(q3,p,R
)
(q3,+,L)(q3,+,
R)
(q3,d,L)(q3,d,R
)
(q3,-,L)(q3,-,R)
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The state has been changed to q1. After that, the head
moves back on the tape to read the next input ‘?’, which
denotes the action ‘Classification’. Similarly, the head
moves along the tape back and forth to read the input and
write the results, until it finishes all the symbols in the
input. Further, it is important to consider that this machine
is discussed in a high level and it is not explained in the
bit level.
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5.2 Satifiability of NTM
The input w to T has been converted to the Boolean
expression ET,w[21]. Then, this Boolean expression has
been sent to the satisfiability tester, which determines
whether True value can be retrieved or not. If it produces
the answer ‘yes’ (satisfiable), it would be an indication for
the capability of the system on processing of input w,
hence can prove the real world applicability if the system.
For this proof, the Cook’s theorem has been applied as
follows.
5.1.1

Deriving Boolean Expression

Let’s derive the components of the Boolean Expression
separately and take the conjunction of them.
1.

S–The Initial ID/ Configuration appeared in the
Table 2. (q0w followed by blanks)
S=

3.

F-Finishes Right (Final states)
F=

(3)

4.

(4)

N–Next Move is right. (i.e. the Move correctly
follows the transition rules of the NTM T .)

Cook’s Theorem

According to [21], and [20] Satisfiability Problem (SAT)
is NP-Complete.
Referring the proof of the Cook’s Theorem in [21], and
[20] a Boolean Expression ET,w can be derived For the
Nondeterministic Turing Machine (NTM) T for a
particular input w. The Boolean Expression ET,w can be
written as follows;
ET,w = U˄S˄ N˄F, where
˄ is used to denote logical AND
U denotes that there is a unique symbol at
each cell
S denotes Start of the T
N denotes the Moves according to the rules
in T
F denotes the final state of T.
Before proceed in deriving the Boolean Expression, let’s
make some clarifications:
The Table 2 shows the Configurations or the
Instantaneous Descriptions (ID) of the NTM T for a
particular input w. These configurations are used in
deriving the Boolean expression. Further, a single
notation can be used to represent the symbols in the table
and to denote them as Boolean variables. For example, to
represent the Xij (ijth cell) which has A as the content, can
be represent with the Boolean variable YijA
5.1.2

2.

U–There is a unique symbol in each cell
U=
,
where α≠β, p(n)=83
(1)
If we refer the Table 2, It is visible that each cell
has at least one and exactly one Symbol.
Therefore,
∀∝,β∈Q∪Γ,
∃Yijα such
that
Yijα⇒~Yijβ[20], where α≠β
And let substitute the values; Yijα=1 , Yijβ=0 in
above (1)
Then, U=
=
=
=1
U=1
(2)

The expression
says:
a)
is the state in .
b) There is a move according to the transition
rules.
is the scanned symbol.
With that, the sequence
is
transformed in to
.
If
is the accepting state, then no move will
occur and the same sequence will be repeated.
˄

…

The expression
says:
a)
is not the state in .
b)
and
are not the states in
either, then
is equal to
.

Here, q0,q1,…,q9 are states and z1,z2,…,z21 are
tape symbols of NTM T.
Here, two special cases j=0 or j=p(n) for both the
Aij and Bij must be considered. In one case there is
no
variable and in the other case there is no
. Since, the head never moves to the left of
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its initial position and to the right of its last
position, p(n) (=83), particular terms can be
eliminated from the expression.
}˄
N=
=
=

(=

)

}˄
=[{

}˄
}˄
{

}˄

}˄
{

…
˄

}˄
{
}]
(5)
Now, Let’s combine the components ((2), (3), (5),
and (4)) together:
ET,w= U˄S˄N˄F
=1˄

}˄
…˄{

}
}˄

=[{
}
˄{
}˄{
}˄
}˄

{
}˄
… ˄{
}

=

}˄
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algorithm.
The emphasized features of the model in this paper allow
it to be applied to the problems, which need continuous
processing, such as software development process,
compiling process and controlling or monitoring systems.
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